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Abstract 

Community Roll reporting was introduced by the Methodist Church 45 years ago to serve a 

variety of purposes – three of which are discussed here.  Based on a comprehensive survey of 

Methodism’s 4,650 Local Churches,  the conclusion reached is that as a composite Measure of 

the Church’s Wider Reach; an Aid to Pastoral Care; and a Tool for Evangelism, the Community 

Roll fails to report a useful figure that actually serves any of these purposes.  In fact Community 

Roll reporting raises more questions than it answers about what the Methodist Community is 

and how it grows. 

 

Introduction and Rationale 

 Community Roll reporting was introduced in the Methodist Church of Great Britain in 1969.  It is 

a record of “all those within the pastoral care of the Local Church”1, which obviously includes 

church members, but also a less well defined group of people who, for convenience, have come 

to be known as “pastoral others”.  Churches add numbers of “pastoral others” to their recorded 

numbers of members in reporting Community Roll, and these figures are then aggregated 

across circuits and districts.  The total number stands alongside the total membership number 

as a headline measure of the Methodist Church. 

 In recent years questions have been raised about the usefulness of this measure, given the 

introduction of other measures of church life and activity, such as attendance at worship and at 

groups and community events.  Where there has been weariness about reporting multiple 

numbers of measures, it is often the Community Roll measure that is most exposed to the 

charge of being burdensome, meaningless or unnecessary.  This is partly because of the 

challenge for some Local Churches in identifying and/or naming all those “pastoral others” to be 

listed on their Community Rolls.  Anecdotally, some churches are believed just to report a rough 

estimate of numbers while not actually recording names, while a few churches report nothing 

at all.  On the other hand, there are some churches which pride themselves on the detail and 

                                                           
1
 Methodist Standing Order (SO) 054(7).  Standing Orders approved by the annual Methodist Conference lay 

down the rules and regulations governing the Methodist Church.  Elsewhere, Standing Orders stipulate that 
(apart from ministers) Methodists hold membership from their Local Church.  Churches are grouped together 
in circuits which in turn are grouped into districts – the whole forming an interconnected Church “Connexion”.    



completeness of their Community Roll as a record of those for whom they are pastorally 

responsible.      

 Given this confusion, which obviously compromises the usefulness of Community Roll reporting, 

it was decided to obtain harder evidence of how it works in practice.  Resources were not 

available to conduct on-the-spot surveys of Local Churches’ actual Rolls, or even a statistically 

valid sample of them.  However, by inserting specific questions on Community Roll into the 

churches’ annual statistical returns round, it was possible to obtain from all churches self-

reported answers to the questions asked.   

The annual returns round is an established feature of Methodist church life and discipline, and 

therefore it was possible to obtain (partly by follow-up through Superintendent Ministers and 

District Membership Secretaries) a 100% return rate for the 4,650 Methodist churches reporting 

their 2013 – 14 statistics.  It was not possible, however, to carry out verification checks on the 

data submitted in churches’ returns. 

That having been said, the Community Roll questions were not intended primarily to check on 

churches’ adherence to Methodist discipline or regulatory procedures, but as on open enquiry 

into what in practice they actually do.  There were no references either in the questions or in 

the accompanying guidance notes to the various Standing Orders which govern the operation of 

the Community Roll system.  Churches’ compliance with, or even awareness of, the relevant 

Standing Orders would properly call for a separate set of explicit questions.        

The Community Roll section of the 2013 – 14 statistical returns focused on two main research 

questions: 

1. How numbers of “Pastoral Others” reported on churches’ Community Rolls are linked to 

identifiable names; 

2. What sort of groups and constituencies (besides members) these names and numbers 

represent. 

 

 2014 Headline Numbers2  

Total numbers reported on Methodist Community Rolls jumped significantly from 2013, 

dramatically reversing a downward trend that had continued from the start of the present 

statistical reporting system in 2002 and probably longer (Figure 1).  The jump was accounted for 

exclusively by “Pastoral Others”: 374,000 were reported in 2014 compared with 214,000 in 

2013.  When combined with around 202,000 members (down from 209,000 in 2013), that 

makes a 2014 Community Roll of 576,000, up from 423,000 a year earlier. 
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 The statistical year runs from 1 November to 31 October, so “2014 Numbers” are as at the conclusion of the 

2013 – 14 statistical year on 31 October 2014. 



 

   

The 75% rise in the number of “Pastoral Others” means there are reportedly now around 1.85 

of these for every Methodist member (in 2013, numbers were roughly equal).  Despite this 

significant in-year increase, few individual churches seem extravagant in the numbers of 

“Pastoral Others” being reported.  It is rather the case that a large number of churches who 

reported no “Pastoral others” in 2013 are now doing so.  Only in 17% of churches is the ratio of 

“Pastoral Others” to members greater than three to one.  In 70% of churches the ratio of 

“Pastoral Others” to members is less than two to one, and in 41% of churches there are more 

members than “Pastoral Others”.  The ratio of “Pastoral Others” to members is not affected by 

church size.  There are large churches with relatively small numbers of “Pastoral Others”, as 

well as small churches with relatively large numbers of “Pastoral Others”. 

It is hard to resist the conclusion that the sudden jump in the number of “Pastoral Others” was 

because, for the first time in the data gathering process, we asked for some additional 

information about them.  In other words, the additional questioning stimulated demand 

characteristics that biased responses towards greater inclusivity.  Respondents may have 

thought about reporting numbers they may not have thought about reporting in previous years, 

estimating generously rather than cautiously, or replying to a question they might once have 

ignored.  This in itself appears to justify the need for a more thorough review, with the aim of 

establishing a consistent basis for reporting “Pastoral Others” and so avoiding suspiciously 

erratic year-on-year fluctuation.       
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Figure 1: Community Roll Numbers 2002 to 2014 
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Analytical Framework 

In devising an approach to take this aim forward, it is not possible to avoid addressing the issue 

of what the Community Roll is actually for.  Whereas the definition of church membership is 

extensively treated in the Constitutional Practice and Discipline of the Methodist Church, the 

purpose or function of Community Roll is not explicitly spelt out either there or elsewhere.  It 

has to be inferred from actual practice and from a close reading of relevant Standing Orders.  

After consultations with District Membership Secretaries, Superintendent Ministers, Methodist 

Connexional Leaders and staff in the Methodist Conference Office, the following threefold 

framework was adopted to tease out the separate, though related, reasons for operating a 

system of Community Roll.  Each of these uses requires a different standard for counting and 

recording church numbers.   

A. A Measure of the Church’s Wider Reach 

This goes back to a longstanding recognition that “there are more people who call themselves 

Methodists than those on the membership roll”3, and to various attempts to quantify the 

numbers of such people, dating back at least as far as the 1851 National Church Census.4  More 

recently, attempts have been made by a number of different denominations to calculate the 

Community Value” of churches in terms of numbers attending, visiting or even just appreciating 

their local presence.5 

For measurement of wider reach or “Community Value”, it is enough to arrive at a credible 

number of persons without necessarily identifying their individual names.  This may be done by 

counting (as with the 1851 census), extrapolating from a poll or survey, or even by some “rule 

of thumb” estimate if the relevant estimator is a “person in the know.”  The persons 

enumerated may well be anonymous: it is simply enough to know that people are not being 

double-counted.  We may call this level of counting and recording “Level A”. 

B. An Aid to Pastoral Care  

Listing people on a Community Roll helps ensure that they are visited, prayed for, taught, 

invited to events and meetings, kept in touch and generally involved in the life of their Local 

Church.  This is implicit in the reference to the names on the Community Roll being of those 

“within the pastoral care of the Local Church”, and including “baptized children, children in 

family church or Sunday school and adolescent or adult adherents.”6 

For anything to do with pastoral care, individual names are usually required (think of visiting 

lists, prayer lists, Sunday school rolls, night-shelter rotas...).  However, these do not necessarily 

have to be written down in one place, or even written down at all.  They may be scattered 

across different lists, rotas, address books or databases – or stored safely in the mind of an 
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 Methodist Church of Great Britain Triennial Statistics Report 1969 – 71, p. 2. 

4
 Which counted 1,385,382 people attending Methodist church services in England and Wales at a time when 

Methodist membership was estimated at around 490,000. 
5
 See for instance Linda Barley Community Value (Archbishops’ Council 2007): “More than 6 in 10 people (63%) 

would be concerned if their local church or chapel were not there and 86% have been inside for some reason 
in the past year.” 
6
 SO 054(7). 



experienced minister or pastoral visitor with a facility for mental recall.  Thus faces can be put 

to names, but not directly from a single data source.  Counting and recording in this way may be 

called “Level B”.   

C. A Tool for Evangelism 

Standing Orders lay down that each name on the Community Roll should be reviewed at least 

once a year so that “every effort shall be made to lead those who are not members to the 

commitment involved in membership.”7  It is therefore “part of the pastoral duty of a presbyter 

or presbyteral probationer to ensure that the review of the Community Roll [to encourage non-

members to consider membership] occurs, and to join in that review.”8  

 If Methodist membership is viewed as a form of Christian discipleship (as the current strap line 

of the Methodist Church suggests9), these directions would seem to encompass, or at least be 

compatible with, a type of evangelism authoritatively defined as “the explicit and intentional 

voicing of the Gospel, including the invitation to personal conversion to a new life in Christ and 

to discipleship.”10  This does not, of course, preclude such an invitation being made other than 

to those whose names are formally listed on a Community Roll, or by those other than a 

Methodist member or Minister.  Nor does it limit those who have undergone conversion and 

taken up new life in Christ to those whose names are formally listed on a Community Roll.  

Nevertheless, it remains the case that the form of systematic pastoring, review, invitation, 

acceptance and recorded commitment laid out in the relevant Standing Orders is the only way 

of recruiting new members – and so “making disciples” and “growing the church” – that is 

described in detail in the Constitutional Practice and Discipline of the Methodist Church.  On 

that analysis, it might be regarded as the “classic” type of Methodist evangelism – linked to a 

type of discipleship that depends on nurturing, group contact and established practices of 

mutual accountability.  In this context, the part played by the Community Roll in the process 

makes it a “tool for evangelism” – although possibly one among several that are deployed by 

the contemporary Methodist Church. 

For the task of evangelism, classically envisaged as a formal invitation into Methodist 

membership, a collated, “Level C”, fully comprehensive and up-to-date list of names is really 

needed – able to distinguish at least between those who are members and those who are not.  

The reference to a “card-index system” in the relevant Standing Order11, though redolent of a 

bygone age, gives a flavour of what is required.  Each name on a carefully maintained list can be 

examined in turn and “pulled out” for discussion and scrutiny.  If as a result of subsequent 

action the person named becomes a Methodist member, the record can be “transferred over to 

another set” – i.e. the Local Church membership list.         

                                                           
7
 SO 054(8). 

8
 SO 525. 

9
 “The Methodist Church – A Discipleship Movement shaped for Mission”.  The theme is developed by Martyn 

Atkins in Discipleship... and the people called Methodists (TMCP 2010). 
10

 From the WCC statement on Mission and Evangelism in Unity (2000), which also states that “mission 
includes and implies evangelism”.  The 2012 Methodist Conference Report Future Mission Together explicitly 
adopted the WCC statement. 
11

 SO 054(7). 



Results and Analysis 

 Taking forward the issue of how Community Rolls are linked to identifiable names, Local 

Churches were asked to identify from a list of ten possibilities the basis on which the number of 

“Pastoral Others” on their Community Roll was derived.  The list as it appeared in the annual 

return is shown at Annex 1.  Essentially, the choice was between estimates or extrapolated 

figures (i.e. “Level A” recording and reporting); names in rotas or address books (“Level B”); or a 

fully comprehensive and up-to-date list of named individuals (“Level C”).  However, 

combinations of these basic approaches expanded the final number of tick-box choices, and 

there were also boxes to tick where there was a partial or out-of-date list of named individuals, 

and where churches had for one reason or another not reported any “Pastoral Others”.     

 For the purpose of analysis, reported combinations of recording and reporting methods were 

scored at the lower Level involved.  Thus “a combination of a list or lists of named individuals 

(other than the Membership Roll) combined with a review of the various groups and rotas 

associated with the church” was scored at “Level B” rather than “Level C” on the grounds that a 

system of lists or a formal register will only work if everyone is included who ought to be.  

Exceptionally, however, a partial or out-of-date list of named individuals was classified as “Level 

C” on the grounds that this at least represented an aspiration to maintain a formal register or a 

workable system of lists.   

 221 churches (5% of the total) had no figure to report for “Pastoral Others”, of which 102 said 

that this was because it was “meaningless or difficult to calculate.”  Otherwise, results analysed 

across Levels A, B and C are shown at Figure 2.  All in all, roughly a third of “Pastoral Others” 

were reported, or aspired to be reported, at “Level C” – that is, according to the way laid out in 

Standing Orders.  Roughly a third were reported at “Level B” – that is, with no single list, but 

where faces could otherwise be put to all names.  Roughly a third were reported at “Level A” – 

with no single list and where some if not all “Pastoral Others” were numbers rather than 

names.       
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There are other differences were associated with the way in which churches report their 

“Pastoral Others”: 

 In terms of service attendance numbers, “Level A” and “Level B” churches tend to be bigger 

than “Level C” churches, although not significantly so (average weekly attendance numbers 

are 50, 52, 45 respectively).  60% of the smallest churches are “Level C”. 

 However, there is a significant difference in the ratio of “Pastoral Others” to members.  For 

“Level A” churches, there are 2.1 “Pastoral Others” for every member and for “Level B” 

churches 2.5, but only 1.2 “Pastoral Others” per member for “Level C” churches (i.e those 

with a consolidated list of names). 

 Proportionately more “Level C” churches (44%) reported a decline or just a modest increase 

in the number of “Pastoral Others” between 2013 and 2014 than “Level A” (27%) or “Level 

B” (27%) churches.  Conversely, 27% of “Level A” and 29% of “Level B” churches reported 

that these numbers had doubled or more, as opposed to only 15% of “Level C” churches.12  

Overall, the significant jump in “Pastoral Others” between 2013 and 2014 was accounted for 

mainly by “Level A” (38%) and “Level B” (35%) churches, rather than “Level C” churches 

(27%).   

 There is some District-by-District variation in the make-up of “Pastoral Others” across the 

three Levels A, B and C.  Even more significant, however, is the Circuit-by-Circuit variation.  

Adjacent circuits in the same district may have very different profiles in terms of the 

proportion of their “Pastoral Others” who can be formally listed or named, and in some 

cases this is true even of adjacent churches within the same Circuit.   

Analysing “Pastoral Others” by the groups and constituencies they represent is difficult because 

there are no recognised categories for this purpose.  Following a series of consultations, 

seventeen possible categories were identified and churches were simply asked to say whether 

their Community Roll contained any people under each category heading, ticking as many of the 

boxes as applied.  The list of possible categories, as it appeared in the annual return, is shown at 

Annex 2.  This approach provided an indication of the types of people who might fill Methodist 

Community Rolls.   

Results  showed that 76% of churches included regular adult non-member churchgoers among 

their Community Roll numbers; 56% of churches included children and dependents of 

members; 44% included participants in groups and outreach activities hosted by the church or 

held on church premises; 41% included people on visiting lists and prayer lists; 40% included 

visitors to the church or church services; and 33% included children and young people in groups 

and organisations run by or closely associated with the church.  These were the most widely 

cited categories.  There were far fewer churches reporting categories such as candidates for 

membership (7%), children at schools associated with the church (4%); residents at care homes 

or users of day centres associated with the church (4%); or users of church-run food-banks or 

night-shelters (2%). 

There is some variation in these figures by the way churches record and report their “Pastoral 

Others”.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.  While a majority of all churches record members’ 
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 Churches which did not report a figure for “Pastoral Others” in 2013 are excluded from these calculations.   



children and regular non-member attenders among their “Pastoral Others”, only a minority of 

“Level C” (37%) churches record participants in activities hosted on church premises, as 

compared with the majority of “Level A” churches (58%) and the even greater majority of “Level 

B” churches (68%).  Similarly, participants in children’s activities held on church premises, as 

well as visitors to shops and cafes, feature far more strongly among “Level A” and “Level B” 

type churches than they do among “Level C”.  

One significant regional variation is that while overall only a quarter of churches include 

“former members who have ceased to meet” among the “Pastoral Others” they report, nearly 

sixty percent of Synod Cymru churches do so (next highest percentage is for the Liverpool 

District at 35%).   
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Figure 3: Percentages of Churches reporting types of "Pastoral Others" 
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Discussion 

 Too much should not be read into these figures.  In no way can the typecasting of Local 

Churches across Levels A, B and C be taken to prove that there are three essentially different 

types of church community operating within the Connexion, or even the same district or circuit.  

At the end of the day, the foregoing analysis is about reporting and recording practices rather 

than the mission and ministry of the churches to which they relate.  One church might keep a 

detailed, well-catalogued Community Roll and its neighbour might not, yet they may both share 

similar approaches to mission and ministry.     

 On the other hand, the analysis is suggestive, especially of how individual churches conceive of 

“community” in relation to “membership”, “discipleship” and “growth”.  “Level C” type church 

communities, made up of named individuals who are categorised into various groups 

representing capacities or degrees of commitment, can readily formalise that commitment in 

terms of membership, which then becomes determinative of both discipleship and growth.  But 

this is less obviously the case where the categories used represent not so much degrees of 

commitment as types of activity.  The sudden growth in reported numbers of “Pastoral Others” 

for “Level B” type churches is linked with bringing to account large numbers of people attending 

a range of church-based activities which, it could be argued13, are related to variants of 

Christian discipleship.  Similarly, there are “Level A” type churches with worshipping 

communities made up of those who are formally committed and those, including visitors and 

those working out their discipleship, who would simply like to be kept in touch.14              

 In a recent work the by the President-Designate of the British Methodist Church, based on 

extensive research and pastoral experience, three “formational energies” underlying Christian 

discipleship are identified: (1) community; (2) mission and (3) worship.  These are respectively 

illustrated with reference to actual church congregations.  Roger Walton describes one 

medium-size church “with fewer than 90 members” as “an intentional Christian community” 

where those who were children or teenagers 

remember the people who took an interest in them and built relationships with them, listened to 

and cared for them when life was a challenge.  These were folk of all ages... . The[y] took time to 

relate to them on a one-to-one basis....  This was not an idealized church beyond our grasp; 

rather it was made up of very ordinary, for the most part working, struggling families and 

singles, and was a shaper of its members in the way of Jesus.15  

 In respect of mission as a formational energy, Roger Walton describes “the challenge to go to 

places outside our comfort zones” (street pastorates, campaigning and support groups are 

mentioned), but also 
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 The counter-argument is suggested by a circuit steward’s reference to “‘displacement activities’ used in 
order to avoid getting involved in finding ways of introducing people to Jesus Christ.” General Secretary’s 
Report to 2014 Methodist Conference, Agenda Vol. 2, p. 267. 
14

 In Church of England cathedrals, lay employees and regular visitors may apply to be entered on a cathedral 
“Community Roll” which is so much not a badge of membership as a means of keeping in touch, although 
numbers can be used for church representation purposes.  Cathedrals Measure 1999 (9)(3). 
15

 Roger Walton Disciples Together (2014), pp. 37f. 



simply being among my family and local community, commuting to work, having a holiday or 

attending a neighbourhood street party and recognising that these places may be holy also – a 

source of blessing and challenge, a site of God’s kingdom.16 

 And in respect of worship, he recalls a Covenant Service in a Bradford church which, though not 

particularly geared to welcome newcomers, related in its own way to visiting Francophone 

African families: 

I saw several attempts to communicate in very rusty French or through body language.  There 

were lots of smiles and laughter.... It was clear that all involved in this experience – newcomers 

and long-established members – were being changed as they sought to worship together.17 

 Walton’s core point is that while these differing energies are often successfully harnessed 

together, there is a risk that they are not: 

Different Christian communities have majored on one or two of these three to the neglect or 

even exclusion of the other(s).  This is dangerous.  Churches that concentrate solely on the 

experience of worship risk becoming sectarian.  Churches that focus on mission alone risk 

becoming dislocated activists.  Churches that use all their energies for creating community risk 

becoming cosy clubs for members only.  It is only with all three working together that formation 

can be dynamic and fully effective18. 

 This is all the more important when it comes to “growth” – which has been stated as an explicit 

aim of the church in recent times.19  The risk here is that “growth” may mean different things to 

different people, whose energies and expectations may be directed towards differing ends.  For 

community –orientated, “Level C”-type churches, growth may be focused on membership, i.e. 

on people making a formal commitment to become part of a Methodist community through 

organised, intentional approaches to known and named individuals.  Indicatively, for 2014, we 

found that well over half of new Methodist members were joining “Level C”-type churches 

operating properly maintained Community Rolls.20  For mission-focussed, “Level B”—type 

churches, the emphasis might rather be on reaching out to people in ways other than (or 

preparatory to) an invitation to membership, as illustrated in the reported jumps in numbers of 

“Pastoral Others” associated with people attending groups and activities at these churches, 

discussed above.  For “Level A”-type churches whose focus might arguably be centred on 

worship, the key metric might alternatively be service attendance figures.  The numbers are less 

conclusive here, although we found that while overall average weekly attendance for “Level C”-

type churches had fallen over 9% in the three years to 2014, there were smaller decreases of 

around 7% for “Level B”- and “Level A”- type churches.      
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 Ibid., pp. 12f. 
17

 Ibid., p.24. 
18

 Ibid., 39f. 
19

 At the 2015 Methodist Conference, churches were challenged to grow by at least one person per year 
(Methodist Recorder 03/07/15, p. 7).  For the wider contemporary “Church Growth” debate, see From 
Anecdote to Evidence: Findings from the Church Growth Research Programme 2011 – 2013 (Archbishops’ 
council 2014) and D. Goodhew (ed.) Church Growth in Britain: 1980 to the Present (Ashgate 2012).    
20

 Percentages are 25%, 18% and 57% for “Level A”-, “Level B”- and “Level C”-type churches respectively, even 
though proportions of new members out of total membership are not dissimilar across the three types (13, 10 
and 13 per thousand respectively). 



 The following Table may be useful in summarising the tensions potentially underlying 

Methodists’ understanding of Community Roll. 

 

Table 1: Potential Differences in Church Practice and Character based on Use of Community Roll 

Church Type “Level A” “Level B” “Level C” 

Community Roll: Form Estimate Rotas List 

Community Roll: Purpose Measure of Reach Aid to Pastoral Care Tool for Evangelism 

“Formational Energy” Worship Mission Community 

Growth Mark Attendance Community Roll Membership 

 

  

Conclusions 

 In view of the tensions and ambiguities discussed above, the reporting of total numbers on 

Methodist Community Rolls is misleading.  It is wrong to think that 576,000 individual names 

are being personally reviewed each year in consideration of invitations to become Methodist 

members, especially given that as many as a third of these “names” are actually just “numbers”.  

On the other hand it would be equally wrong to think of 576,000 anonymous persons forming a 

vague sort of penumbra around Methodist members.  As a composite of Tool for Evangelism, 

Aid to Pastoral Care and Measure of Reach, the Community Roll fails to report a useful figure 

that actually serves any of these purposes. 

 It may therefore be time to for the Methodist Church to drop the Community Roll, or at least 

the formal reporting of Community Roll numbers (other than members).  The only real 

alternative would seem to involve a “return to basics” – that is, to endorse the Community Roll 

as an integral part of how the Methodist Church “does” evangelism, thus justifying its unique 

rationale.  If this course is taken, it must be made clear that the Community Roll – like 

membership – is a “people” measure that relates to named individuals rather than just 

“numbers”.  “Just numbers” can serve as a measure of the church’s wider reach, but there are 

other more flexible and less cumbersome ways of doing this, such as attendance counts, 

censuses and surveys.  Similarly, pastoring groups and constituencies in Local Churches may call 

for more contextually-based ways of taking people’s details and keeping in touch than the 

formal operation of a Community Roll.    

 In all of this, the purpose of Community Roll needs to be made clearer – and less ambiguous – 

than it currently is.  This is turn requires a clearer understanding on what – and who – 

constitutes a church “community”.  

  

 

 



Annex 1: “Basis of Reporting” Question in Local Churches’ Annual Returns 

Please select which statement best relates to how the figure you have reported has been derived 

(one tick): 

□ From a fully comprehensive list (or lists) of named individuals in the pastoral care of the church, 

updated at least once a year 

□ From a partial, or historic, list (or lists) of named individuals in the pastoral care of the church, 

which may not be up-to-date  

□ From a review of the various groups and rotas associated with the church, looking at the numbers 

involved (but not individual names)  

□ From an estimate based on e.g. membership numbers, numbers entering church premises, 

numbers on visiting rotas, numbers on school roll etc. etc. 

□ From an estimate based on local demographics, e.g. a percentage of the reported population of a 

particular locality 

□ From a combination of a list or lists of named individuals (other than the membership Roll), 

combined with a review of the various groups and rotas associated with the church 

□ From a combination of a list or lists of named individuals (other than the membership Roll), 

combined with an estimated number of additional extras 

□ From a carry-forward of last year’s figure, reviewed for reasonableness 

□ Community Roll figure is the same as the Membership figure because there are no “pastoral 

others” 

□ Community Roll figure is the same as the Membership figure, or left unreported, because it is 

meaningless or difficult to calculate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex 2:  “Categories of Pastoral Others” Question in Local Churches’ 
Annual Returns 

Please tick which categories of people this figure includes (as many as apply): 

□ Children and dependents of Church Members 

□ Children and/or staff at Methodist schools, or schools closely associated with the Local Church 

□ Children and/or young people in groups or organisations run by or closely associated with the 

Local Church 

□ Candidates for Membership or those formally preparing for Membership 

□ Participants in discussion or enquirers’ groups 

□ Participants in fellowship or support groups (including student Christian Unions) 

□ Participants in other groups or activities hosted by the Local Church or held on church premises 

□ Clientele of cafes, shops, stalls run by the Local Church or held on church premises 

□ Guests at church-run night-shelters and/or users of church-run food-banks 

□ Residents and/or staff at Methodist Care Homes, or similar centres closely associated with the 

Local Church 

□ Named people on visiting lists or prayer request lists 

□ Visitors to the church or church services 

□ Regular non-member church attenders 

□ Members of a single congregation Local Ecumenical Partnership (LEP) in which the Methodist 

Church participates 

□ Lay employees or volunteer staff 

□ Working level contacts assisting with the church’s wider mission and ministry (e.g. outreach 

workers, local councillors) 

□ Former members who have “ceased to meet” 

 

 

 


